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daVID
(hand driller for undercut anchors)

Technical Data

Components of the daVID:

1. Direct drive. In the daVID a tool is fixed directly to the spindle
of brushless 250Watt engine without gear. Direct drive and way
of installing the tool eliminate vibration and increases the
accuracy of drilling.

2. Safety. daVID is powered by 24Volt DC supply. At work, even
when the cable is damaged, we have contact with low voltage.
This ensures the safety of the operating conditions in contact
with water and eliminates the need for a RCD.

3.1 Durability: drill motor is maintenance-free design -
brushless. It does not require replacement brushes.

3.2. Motor voltage switch 0-I. The engine is electronically
controlled, the start-up can take up to 3 seconds.

4. Compact design: daVID has been designed based on the idea
of   a compact design that has all the required elements close to
each other.

5. Ergonomics: both the weight and handling components are
designed for superior ergonomics. On special request we will
provide daVID for left-handers.

6. Easy positioning: setting daVID is possible, even when the
material is in a vertical position. Suction plate determines the
position of the hole at a distance of 40, 50, 120 and 180mm
from the edge or 50/50mm from the corner.

7. Suction valve: controls the operation of the suction plate and
ejector. Its operation is easy and intuitive.

8. High accuracy: positioning accuracy of the hole is +/-1mm.

9. Guiding: two symetrically positioned linear guides and
bearings are responsible for superb accuracy.

10. Setting the drilling depth with locking screw M12x1mm
position, rotate the dial to 360 ° = adjustment of up/down 1mm
drill.

11. Feed lever.

12.1 Undercut mechanism. The mechanism has a 2x2
symmetric positions: 2 positions on the central axis for drilling
the hole, and 2 positions to perform undercut using lever 12.2.

12.2. Undercut lever: responsible for the execution of undercut
hole. Do a minimum full turn. The direction of operating does
not matter.
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Application.
The daVID is designed for drilling undercut holes for BSA anchors.
It can work in different materials according to tools used:
-Natural stone, etc.. (diamond drill),
-Conglomerates: Compaq, Technistone, Quarella (diamond drill),
-Ceramics, stoneware, porcelanogresy (diamond drill),
-Solid surface material: Corian, Staron, etc. HiMacs. (cutting drill),
-HPL (cutting drill),
-Concrete architecture: FGRC, GRC, etc. HPC. (diamond drill),
-Glass-ceramic (diamond drill),
-Other materials after consultation.

Equipment.
The daVID is equipped with the following connections:
-3m cable Ø6mm for water with ½ "
-3m power cable with plug for 24V transformer,
-1m 240V power cable with plug (110V on request),
-3m cable Ø6mm for compressed air typ 26KA with quick plug.

Operation and maintenance.
David rig has been designed to allow easy and fast cleaning. Cleaning should be done every time the use
with compressed air, blowing the dust and scrap mechanisms. Moving parts (bearings and linear guides)
should be periodically lubricated. In addition, no other action is expected to care.
The engine is driven with electronic control placed inside it. In the event of a fault, any repair work is not
possible and need to be sent to the manufacturer for repair.
Items subject to normal wear (excluded from the warranty) water seal and suction plate seal.

Characteristics and requirements:
Power output: 250 W (direct drive motor-tool),
Engine power drill (safe): 24 V DC,
The main power transformer: 220-240 V 50 Hz (110V on request),
Drill motor protection: 20A
Max drilling depth: 25mm
Min water pressure: the network
Connecting the water: 1/2 "
Minimum air pressure: 5 bar, 100 l / min,
Vacuum foot size: 230/220mm,
Min compressed air: 5 bar, 100 l/min,
Dimensions Height / Width / Depth: 400/230/270mm,
Net weight od daVID: 12.3 kg (with transformer: 16.5 kg).

Tools needed (outside range): the key to change drills SW17, SW24.

Note:
Company Blick Ltd. reserves the right to alter specifications without prior notice. Blick system solutions are
protected by copyright, industrial designs, and subject to a European patent (details on request).

Ø 6mm

1/2”

230V 50HzØ 6mm


